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Abstract
Sign language (SL) is an efficient and important
communication means for deaf community. To grasp sign
language, many elementary schools set the SL course for
both deaf and hearing students. However, the tutors are
still limited resource in most of the countries. This paper
presents a natural and facilitate substitute, SignInstructor,
to help self-learning of SL vocabularies with an
inexhaustible tutor. Briefly speaking, the system is mainly
composed of three modules: 1) multimodal playing of the
standard SL materials, including sign video, key postures,
illustration figure and text; 2) online capturing action when
the user performs sign words; 3) and an automatic
evaluation module by scoring the user’s action. Aiming at
the effective learning, there designed three basic education
functions, including teaching, practice and testing. A
prototype of this SignInstructor is developed with Kinect
input and deeply user study on it convincingly shows the
effectiveness in SL learning, especially compared with
other two traditional ways.
1. Introduction
Deaf person has a large social community. There are
about 360 million people who have disabling hearing loss
around the world1. Therefore, Sign Language (SL) is very
important for the communication between deaf and hearing
communities. However, SL learning is difficult. Aside from
some SL inherent problems (such as complex action,
abstract meaning, relatively large vocabulary), it also
confronts with other challenges, such as limited teaching
resources and environment.
In recent years, rather than direct learning by textbooks or
videos, types of computer-aided software have been
developed to assist the sign language learning. There exist
some systems taking advantage of the traditional
multimedia demonstration to promote sign language
education. Suzuki presented a bilingual sign language
dictionary that enables learners to obtain target sign
language directly by looking up dictionary [16]. Ellis
created a rich multimedia application that allows children in
1
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Primary school to learn Australian sign language [5].
Besides these basic multimedia materials, in some SL
learning applications, the sign language recognition
technology is further involved for the matching and
evaluation. Sagawa developed a sign language teaching
system applying sign language recognition and sign
language generation technologies to realize effective sign
language study with data glove [14]. Similarly, another kind
of sensor is instrumented AcceleGlove, which was used in
the work of English dictionary retrieval by interactive
American Sign Language input [8]. By using the same
sensor, AcceleSpell game was designed to help users to
learn and practice continuous finger-spelling with a
recognition algorithm based on decision trees [9]. Madeo
developed a prototype educative and inclusive teaching tool
with colored glove [12]. This Brazilian Sign Language
Multimedia Hangman Game aimed to help deaf people to
learn sign language and improve their vocabulary. Another
work is CopyCat, an ASL game, which also helped young
deaf practice ASL by using gesture recognition technology
[2]. In this system, user needed to wear the colored gloves
with the wireless accelerometers on the back of their wrists.
It can also assist young deaf children’s language acquisition
by interactive tutoring and real-time evaluation [7]. Aran
etc. built an interactive system to help the user learn sign
language by continuous practice and corrective feedback
with a pair of colored gloves [1].
Besides the above-mentioned work, there were also some
other typical sign language learning systems. Ellis aimed to
teach Australian Sign Language to hearing people with
abundant learning material [6]. The biggest characteristic is
the rich multimedia materials, which can be created and
customized by the deaf community. In the database
construction, Brashear collected a special database from
user studies of deaf children playing a Wizard game at the
school for the deaf [3]. The target was to improve the
accuracy of the system by characterizing and modeling
disfluencies found in the children’s signing. Some related
tools also developed mobile applications. Weaver etc.
intended to create a mobile based system to help hearing
parents learn sign language [19]. They presented the user
study results of evaluation on the ability to ascertain the
details of particular signs based on video presented on a

mobile device. Further, they also conducted the study to
quantify the game’s impact on expressive language
development, especially in their receptive, expressive and
sentence repetition abilities [20]. In literature [21] and [10],
the systems for automatic learning of sign and gestures are
provided respectively.
Even many efforts have been done, computer-aided sign
language learning still confronted with many challenges,
e.g. the effectiveness, the interesting and the naturality.
Motivated from these factors, we give a natural and
facilitate solution to the requirements of effective SL
vocabulary learning for both deaf and hearing students.
Firstly, the system adopts Kinect as the input device and
realized pure vision-based sign language recognition, which
avoids wearing any kind of external devices or sensors.
Secondly, besides the accessible multimedia materials, such
as the videos, illustration figures and texts, key hand
postures are also extracted from the videos automatically
and listed as the reference for the users’ learning. Finally, to
overcome the tedious practice problem, the scoring
mechanism is introduced which will stimulate the users to
play better and better. At the same time, the students feel
more comfortable slowly studying and repeating signs with
the developed SignInstructor than they would with a human
teacher, who might get bored for repeating the same
material continuously.
According to the automatic SL learning tool, there are
three research questions we should investigate:
Q1: Whether the computer can comprehend or understand
the user’s signing?
Q2: Whether the developed SignInstructor has the
education ability?
Q3: Whether the system has positive affect for the
self-learning of SL?
In this paper, first we will verify the computer can
understand the signing well based on sign language
recognition algorithm. According to the education ability of
this tool, a test is designed to evaluate whether the scoring is
consistent with the human intuitive cognition. In terms of
learning effect, widely user studies are carried out and the
results show that SignInstructor is significantly superior to
traditional face-to-face learning and self-learning with sign
videos.
2. System Overview
Our envisioned system is called SignInstructor, which is
an interactive sign language learning tool as shown in
Figure 1. Inspired by the typical steps of learning procedure,
our system is designed to be composed of three modes:
teaching mode, practice mode and testing mode. Figure 2
gives the interfaces corresponding to the three modes. In
this work, we take the Chinese Sign Language (CSL)
vocabulary as example.

Figure 1. The SL vocabulary learning with SignInstructor.

In the teaching mode, through the observation on the
given materials, the user can imitate the corresponding sign
activity following the standard video. In our system, the rich
multimedia materials are embedded, which includes
illustration figure, plain text, corresponding sound and
videos. With these multi-modal materials, the user will
understand and memorize the corresponding signs
impressively and then play the sign accordingly.
It is well known that practice is very important to enhance
the learning of a language, especially the practice with
objective evaluation and feedback. Therefore, in our
designed practice mode, the system will give an evaluation
by automatic scoring after each time of signing. The score is
a direct feedback for the signing, which reflects the
similarities between the signing and the standard one in
terms of both motion trajectory and hand postures. With the
given score, one can easily transform it to the evaluation on
the correctness of the sign from the perspective of motion
trajectory and hand posture. Then in his next practice, the
sign will be performed more specifically. This just shows
that the scoring satisfies the cognitive demands [13, 15] of
the signer in his learning process and the evaluation
mechanism makes the whole learning procedure more
smooth and effective.
To verify the study effect, the system has the testing
function. The user can select the test in random manner or in
specific chapter. The test results can be recorded for the
later comparison.
3. Sign Evaluation
So far, our work mainly focuses on the evaluation and
feedback component. The modules of the SignInstructor
mainly consists feature extraction, sign verification by sign
language recognition, and the final sign scoring. Figure 3
shows the workflow of the sign evaluation. As shown in this
figure, the trajectory and hand posture features are
considered in our verification and scoring procedures.
When an action is fed into the system, first it should
determine whether the action is the appointed sign or a
meaningless act. The hand segmentation and sign
verification are realized on our previous works [4] and [18].

(a) Teaching mode

(b) Practice mode

(c) Testing mode

Figure2. Main Interfaces of our SignInstructor.
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Figure 3. The workflow of the sign evaluation algorithm.

For the input sign which passes the verification, the
system will further give an evaluation score as a feedback.
In previous work related with sign evaluation, the most
common way is to determine the score by transforming
directly from the similarity obtained by recognition [1, 10].
Different to the recognition-dependent scoring, we think
that the score should only relate to the sign word itself,
while has nothing to do with other signs in recognition
gallery. Inspired by this idea, a novel scoring scheme is
designed and implemented with only several samples for
each sign. The detail of the sign scoring method is described
below.
For each sign, a standard example S is taken as the demo
video. Moreover, we can also collect several good samples
{S1, S2, …, Sm} for this sign. Given an input sign Sin which
has been verified as the appointed sign, our target is to
measure the score between this input sign Sin and the
standard one S. the algorithm can be decomposed into the
following steps:
1) Computing the similarities {s1, s2, …,sm} between
standard sign and its good samples through cosine
distance measurement.
2) Finding the largest similarity smax among the set {s1,
s2, …,sm} and computing the mean s of the similarity
set.
3) Deriving a score mapping from the multiple samples.
Concretely speaking, the largest similarity corresponds

to the score of 100 and the mean of similarities
corresponds to the score of 95.
4) Computing the similarity s between input sign and the
standard one.
5) Getting the final score by the following equation:
score = 100 − (s max − s ) × 5 (s max − s )

If s is larger than smax, the score will set to be 100. Here,
steps (1) to (3) are off-line computed and steps (4) to (5) are
calculated online according to the input signing. In our
evaluation method, the scores corresponding to hand
motion and hand posture are computed separately and then
fused into a total score. The weight used for fusion is
predetermined according to the importance of the trajectory
and posture for each sign vocabulary.
4. Experiment
4.1. Q1 - Understanding Sign Language
An important presupposition of this SL learning tool is that
the system can understand the user’s signing. Simply
speaking, the system can determine whether the input is a
sign word. Further, if the input is a sign, then the system
should distinguish whether it is the appointed sign.
Therefore, the system must have the powerful recognition
ability.

Table 1. Results of the 5-folds Top-1 recognition rate for all the
three methods
Probe-ID

HMM[18]

SDTW[11]

Our method

Fold-1

84.0%

77.2%

84.0%

Fold-2

85.1%

81.9%

93.0%

Fold-3

88.1%

86.5%

93.2%

Fold-4

81.6%

85.7%

94.0%

Fold-5

79.1%

84.9%

93.0%

Ave.

83.6%

83.2%

91.5%

Std.
0.034
0.038
0.042
Table 2. p-values given by the student’s distribution comparing
with our method.
Baseline/our method HMM/our method SDTW/our method
p-values

0.035

0.0005

To validate the sign language recognition ability, a
dataset consisting 370 daily used signs is constructed by
using Kinect. The data are signed by one girl deaf student by
5 times. Thus totally the dataset has 370×5 sign sequences.
We compare our method with the classical HMM and
statistical DTW (SDTW) algorithms. To be fair to all the
methods, the same leave-one-out strategy for cross
validation is adopted in all recognition tests.
We report the 5-folds top-1 recognition performance for
our used recognition method and also the comparison with
HMM[17] and SDTW[11] in Table 1. Table 2 shows the
p-values given by the student’s distribution for the
significance testing. The statistical tests convincingly show
that comparing with HMM and SDTW methods, the
performance improvement of our used method is
statistically significant ( p < 0.05 ).
4.2. Q2 - Education Ability
For a SL self-learning tool, a key problem is whether it
has the education ability. Our SignInstructor provides the
instruction by giving the evaluation and feedback to the user
for his signing. Thus, a question is whether the score is
consistent with the intuitive cognition. If the score is
reasonable, then the system can give the correct feedback
for the signing of the user like a human teacher.
In this test, we take 10 signs as examples, which include 5
trajectory dominant signs and 5 hand shape dominant signs.
Each sign is played by 2 signers 15 times, which includes
normal signing and the signing with some disturbances on
their own initiative. One sign expert will observe the
signings and give a subjective score ranging from 0 to 100
for each signing.
Having obtained all the data pairs, the correlation
between scores from system and expert can be analysized
through the correlation coefficients computing. With the
150 data points (2 signers × 5 trajectory dominant signs × 15
times) on trajectory scoring, the correlation coefficient is

Figure 4. The data correlation distribution in terms of
trajectory.

0.85 and similarly the correlation coefficient for hand
posture is 0.75. The data correlation distribution in terms of
trajectory is illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen that the
score given by this tool is significantly correlative with the
expert evaluation( ρ 150 = 0.264，p = 0.001). In other words,
the automatic scoring can reflect the quality of the signing.
4.3. User Study on Q3 - Effectivity in SL learning
In this section, a formal user study is conducted to give a
comprehend evaluation on our developed SignInstructor.
4.3.1
Conditions & Participants
To evaluate the instruction ability objectively, we take
other two traditional learning methods as baselines. One is
learning with sign videos and the other is face-to-face
learning. For the convenience of writing, we denote the
three learning methods as SI (learning with SignInstructor
system), SV (learning with sign video) and FF (face-to-face
learning) respectively.
In this test, we set a learning task for 18 CSL signs, which
ranges from easy to hard. These signs are classified into
three subsets with almost equal difficulty and denoted as
Voc_1, Voc_2 and Voc_3 respectively. The grouping is in
line with the group learning style of SignInstructor.
The test is carried out for the community who usually
contacts with deaf students but has little knowledge with
sign language. These subjects have strong requirements and
willingness to learn CSL. We recruited 15 volunteers (13
girls and 2 boys) whom range in age from 20 to 24 for this
study. They all come from Special Education School of
Beijing Union University. However, they haven’t any
experience in using computer-aided sign language learning
tool.
4.3.2
Procedure & Design
To eliminate the effect of subjects and vocabularies, an
elaborate grouping test scheme is designed and shown in
Table 3. As has been stated above, the signs are classified
into three subsets with almost equal difficulty, which
ensures that learning different groups of vocabularies is fair.

Table 3. Grouping test scheme in the formal user study.
G1(P1~P5)

G2(P6~P10)

G3(P11~P15)

T1

SV / Voc_1

SI / Voc_1

FF / Voc_1

T2

SI / Voc_2

FF / Voc_2

SV / Voc_2

T3

FF / Voc_3

SV / Voc_3

SI / Voc_3

Similarly, the participants are randomly divided into three
groups, which are denoted as G1, G2 and G3. The random
partition scheme implies each group has roughly same
learning ability. For each participant, the learning and test
are carried out according to the predetermined scheme, i.e.
in the order of T1, T2 and T3. No matter using what kind of
learning method, the learning procedure will stop until the
subject thinks that he has learnt all the signs. Then the test
for this vocabulary subset begins. The same two experts
evaluate the study by scoring for each signing. The scores
ranging from 1 to 5 are recorded for the final analysis.
In the questionnaire survey, the participants are asked to
answer several questions, which include: like or dislike
about each method; advantages and disadvantages of each
method; ranking for the preference of three learning ways to
assist his CSL learning. In respect of the SignInstructor, the
questions include: ranking for the proficiency in using
computer; ranking for the simplicity for the using of
SignInstructor; and additional comments or suggestions.
Averagely, the whole learning procedure for using three
learning methods roughly lasts 30 minutes. The
questionnaire survey and interview usually lasts 20 minutes.
The total test for one subject lasts about one hour.
4.3.3
Results
All participants finished the study as planned. In each test
for one group of 6 vocabularies, the time costs for three
methods were 4 minutes (FF), 5 minutes (SV) and 9 minutes
(SI) respectively. Although SignInstructor consumes more
time than the other two ways, it indeed achieved best
learning effect. The learning procedure is not so boring as
the traditional face-to-face learning and the simple study
with the videos.
Quantitative Analysis: With the recorded scores from
the ordered experiments, we analysis the results statistically
and get the final scores of three kinds of learning methods,
which are 3.68 (0.75), 3.81 (0.63) and 4.28 (0.72) for SV,
FF and SI respectively.
From the results, it can be seen that three kinds of
learning methods are all effective for CSL learning. Among
them, SignInstructor has the highest score and the learning
with sign video has the lowest score. Statistically, score with
SignInstructor is significantly higher than face-to-face
learning (t = 4.7 > t .005 = 2.878, p < 0.005 , two-tailed) and
learning
with
sign
videos
( t = 5.47 > t.005 = 2.878, p < 0.005 , two-tailed). While the
score with face-to-face learning is not significantly higher
than
learning
with
sign
videos

(t = 1.26 < t.005 = 2.878, p > 0.005 , two-tailed). The results
reflect that SignInstructor has the best instructive effect for
CSL vocabulary learning.
Intuitively, we usually think that the face-to-face learning
should be most effective. However, in our experiment,
face-to-face learning gets a lower score than SignInstructor.
The reasons may lie in the following three aspects: 1) short
learning time; 2) possible incompleteness in the education
procedure; 3) occasional inefficient communication
between the teacher and the participants. It is known that the
interaction is very important in sign education. However,
the long-time teaching will make the tutors very tired,
especially for the fresh students. Moreover, some
introverted students wouldn’t like to interact with human
tutors, which will lead to a bad learning result. Considering
on this point, a machine with infinite patience (just like our
SignInstructor) maybe much better than a human teacher,
especially in early stages of learning. Another conclusion is
that SignInsturctor is obviously better than learning with
sign videos. That maybe because more multimedia
materials, the additional audio information, the clear key
hand postures, the interesting feedback mechanism and the
effective teaching, practice and testing functions.
We have found an interesting instance in this study. For
the vocabulary “Seek”, the signer usually learnt the action
of hand while ignoring the facial expression when using the
two traditional learning methods. However, there are 2 (2
out of 5) participants who captured the eyes of this
vocabulary correctly in the test by using SignInstructor.
Actually, the audio voiceover gives the hint for this point.
Another phenomenon is that the signing is more standard if
the participant learns the vocabulary through
SignInstructor. We think that the display of the real-time
signing contributes to this point because the user can
compare and revise the action and movement range
according to the standard videos. So, it can be concluded
that SignInstructor performs well in some details.
Qualitative Analysis: From the feedback of the
questionnaire survey and interview, we also get some useful
information. In terms of the proficiency in using computer,
7 participants rated “proficient”, 3 participants rated “very
proficient” and the remaining 5 rated “general”. While on
the using of the SignInstructor, most participants rated
“very simple” (3 out of 15) or “simple” (9 out of 15) and the
remaining rated “general” (3 out of 15). The ratings show
that the SignInstructor can be easily grasped by common
users without highly demand for computer techniques.
The statistic for the preference of three learning methods
is also considered. Most participants liked the face-to-face
learning best (9 out of 15) and there are 5 participants liked
our SignInstructor best. I think the potential reason for like
of face-to-face learning maybe lie in the high efficiency of
the interaction on the test condition, which only has small
number of signs to learn. So the teacher won’t be tired and

can maintain the enthusiasm to communicate with students,
which is a good experience to these subjects. However, if
the learning content is the large vocabulary of signs, the
result may be totally different. This is also one important
point needed to be verified in our near future.
Further, we conclude the comments on the advantage and
disadvantage of three learning methods. For our
SignInstructor, the users think that it is “simple”, “facilitate”
and “effective”, but “time consuming” is its disadvantage.
In terms of the open-ended question on the general
impression of SignInstructor, the feedbacks from the
interview are also general positive:
1) “I like SignInstructor. Rather, I love it. I hope it can be
popularized widely. ”(P13)
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2) “The SignInstructor makes CSL learning funny. The user
can watch and learn in an intuitive way, which makes the
sign learning even more impressive. ”(P3)
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As a computer-aided tool, SignInstructor provides a
novel solution for effective SL vocabulary learning. Aiming
to break the constraints of the traditional learning methods,
SignInstructor tries to give an engaging and effective
leaning means, where the intervention from human teacher
is no longer needed. The system provides abundant
multimedia materials and shows them in both audio and
visual channels. To satisfy the cognitive demands in
learning process, a quick evaluation by scoring is given
automatically after each time’s signing. Widely user studies
also show the effectiveness for SL learning with the
outstanding score, which is even higher than that of
face-to-face learning.
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